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SGA Hires 
Lawyer,s 
Do you have a legal problem? Do you suspect a legal difficulty? ~o y~u 
have a question regardng possible court action or your nghts. 
SGA's Legal Committee has hired twa competent attorney~, John 
Fraser and Stephen Wise, to provide information and referral In legal 
matters to BSC students. 
Mr. Wise and Mr. Fras;r are graduates of BU and BC law schools, 
respectively. Their professional experiences incl~de service .at The 
Greater Boston Legal Services Office in Brighton;,Ma. Atty .. WIS~ also 
served as a student defender in Roxbury District Court, durmg hIS last 
semester of law school. , . 
Currently, the attorneys' employment entails being a legal umt for 
BSC students, handling problems in the following areas: landlord-tenant, 
consumer, criminal, domestic relations and legal-medical. 
The manner in which these difficulties wil be resolved is discussion of 
the legal problem, making referrals, initial inquiries into fact, and basic. 
advice. 
"If you suspect as a student that someone has unjustly taken 
advantage of you, we will see if there is any legal recourse," stated Fraser 
and Wise in regard to legal problems and the manner of action. 
The attorneys welcome any student to visit their offices in the Student 
Union Roams 205 and 206. Consultation hours are Tuesday and 
Wednesday. The hours on Tuesday are 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The hours on 
Wednesday ar~ 11 a.m. to 2 p.m, Occasionally, due to court duties, the 
will be rearranged. A lawyer however. will be' 
two days a week. SGA requests that if at all 
,up' at the SGA office before consulting the 
, plan their appointments accordingly. 
" ..••... ' ... i:.'bsolutely neccessary. In the past, s:ude~ts were ableto d' ·,i." ..·.i;·:j.i·."::.:,.\:Ii;.··· .. ~'.'1\).~~:>tney without an appointment during 
hIS offIce hours. In emerget;lqes:>,~<:3t\F);i;lsa~4hour referral service. The 
process involves ca1ling.SGA.whq:;~~~ •. :~8~9Jn~urncontact one of the 
counselors. .' 1"'::" ,;:; .•..• , .. : ..
By Jean St. Andre 
The recent outbreak of 
, pocketbook thefts on the BSC 
campus has left at least ~ix people 
the victims of 'an illegal and 
sacreligious act. The law and the 
Bible·both state "thou shall not 
steal:"however, this regulation does 
I 
h j!~' t 
not seem to aid in the preveri:tU;n of 
pocketbook thefts. . •..•.. ; .. ' .... '. 
Excluding the previously 
mentioned six people, there. have 
also been numerous thefts at the 
Rathskellar. Dean Deep stated that 
the Campus Police are still 
investigating the thefts. ~'This is not 
Cold· Weather. 
Car Care 
by Dan Bail~y 
The automobile being the fruit, 
usually lemons, of an as~embly line 
society, was not designed to handle 
extremes in temperature, hot or 
cold. Henry Ford neglected to tell 
Mother Nature the weaknesses of 
his design, so Mother continues her! 
eternal work, really out-doing 
herself this year. 
Approximately 70% of winter 
weather problems are battery 
oriented. Due to the cold 
temperatures the fluids in your car 
are a lot thicker. This makes it 
harder for the . moving parts to 
move, as a res~1t of greater friction. ' 
This necessitates longer and greater 
strain~ on your battery for ' .. the 
power to get things moving. Weak 
and old batteries can't handle this 
additional burden for long and soon. 
crap Qut. If you are unsure' of your 
battery's age andjorcondition, drop , 
by a service station for a simple; and. 
often tree, test. With .a device 
known as a battery hydrometer they 
will measure the specific gravity of 
your battery enabling them to know 
the chemical activity of the cells and 
then its state of charge. It is often 
possible to recharge a weak battery 
without ill effects, but if the battery 
fails to take the charge it is junk. It is 
also very important to clean all 
battery connections. Quite. often a 
battery will be fully charged but will 
not start a car as a result of duty 
terminals on the battery or the 
starter. It is even possible for your 
lights and power to wO,rk and yet 
the car 'will not start due to the 
cont. PS3 
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Bridgewater State College 
a dead issue," replied Deep. 
The thief, and/or thieves, seem to 
fblk>:w a.set pattern. After obtaining 
'the . ul1gu~rded handbag, they 
r~nWv~the money and somehow let 
thepocKetbo6kbe"found" again in 
a '. few" days/ Luckily. these money-. 
Qungry purse snatchers have 
enough decency: to' return' the 
students' other . valuables'" which 
include identification cards, ,driver's 
liscenses, a~d . other personai 
itemsms. 
When asked of a possible .. 
punishment for the offender(s), 
Dean Deep inferred that the thief's 
main problem would be to escape 
the student body while still in one 
piece. After that, the administration 
would punish the proper parties. 
Dean Deep' stated that' he has 
never seen so many thefts of this 
kind to this degree in recent years. 
Although this is true, Deep also 
noted that "there have been no new 
reports of stolen pocketbooks since 
the warning appeared it1 the last 
issue ot'the (;OMMENT. Deep feels 
, this has helped the student body to 
become aware of the problem, and 
has possibly scared the person(s) 
involved into hiding. Deep also 
encourages students' "to 
remain safety-conscious." Hold on 
to your personal belongings, 
because the thief is still lurking! 




by Sue Lawson ' d t th as 
I the beginning there was the Board of Trustees, an un 0 em w. £Jiv~n a college called Bridgewater, which was one among many created. 
tq educate the children of the State., f T t a 
" .Andunto Bridgewater was delivered, by the Board 0 rus ees, 
"'successive line of Presidents. ' . fR d'I' au 
··ArJd in the line of PreSIdents there was one called Adna~o on 1 e : 
'Ahdlll'lto him the Board 'of Trustees had given three tnbes togove~n. , 
the AdmiTlistrators, the Faculty, and the body of Studen.ts. And Adrian 
took to. them, .and hecalJed them. A College Communtty.. . 
Then the- Board of Trustees called unto Adrian and they sald.t~ ~l~: 
10 you hasbeengfven the most highe$t ~f authonty and responsl,blhty In 
the governing and 'the- decision making process of the college called 
, Bridgewater. H , .' . .: , . .•.• .. 
And the years passecion,andAdrian of Rondileau"goveinet:ithrough 
tempest and calm. . '., .' . 
Then it came to pass, .that in the year 1976, the Dean of St~dents, who 
was called Rose of Breslini and who wasamember9f.:the Tribe of 
Administrators, resigned from her post. .'. _ 
And the College Community was so afraid. For,. they kJ?ew 110t why 
she had resigned. And the rumors flowed like wa1et ufldElr the bridge 
between the members of the tribes. . 
Then Adrian of Rondileau took forth action. And hedecIared that 
there would be created a committee to be composed of members from 
the thrEle tribes of the College Community. . 
And the committee was to have seven from the Tribe of Students, and 
seven fromthe Tribe of Faculty, and these.would be chosen by the chiefs 
cont. pg. 2 
A Parable: 
Who Choses 
of the tribes. Then, there was to be four members on the committee from 
the Tribe of Administrators, and they would be chosen by Adrian 
himself. So the committee would be eighteen in number. . 
And thus, the committee of eighteen was to be officially known as the 
COMMITfEE TO REVIEW CREDENTIALS,. INTERVIEW AND 
EVALUATE CANDIDATES FOR THE POSITION OF DEAN OF 
STUDENTS OR ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS. 
But - the Tribe of Students was not content with the division of the 
members of the committee. And they shouted forth·"FOWL!" 
And the chiefs of the Tribe drafted a resolution demanding that they 
have more representation. And they sent it out to President Adrian. 
But, Adrian refused them. . . 
And so, the chiefs of the Tribe of Students relented from their 
objections, and they chose seven from among the Tribe to serve on the 
Committee of Eighteen. 
And the chiefs of the Tribe of Faculty, after similar deliberation, chose 
from among them seven to serve. -
And the President chose from among his Tribe of Administrators four 
members, so the committee was set. 
And the chairperson of the committee was to be from the Tribe of 
Administrators, and he was called, Wallace of Anderson. 
Now, Adrian of RondiIeau had created the Committee of Eighteen, but 
he had not told them how they were to function. He had only stated that 
they should fill out individual evaluations after they had interviewed and 
evaluated and reviewed the credentials of each of the applicants for the 
position of Dean of Students· or Associate Dean of Students. These 
would in turn be placed into sealed envelopes. one for each of the 
applicants. These envelopes would be delivered to the President 
individually, by Chairperson Wallace, as each was interviewed and 
evaluated. And the applicants were fe~ in number, all from within the 
walls of Bridgewater. 
Letter to the EdItor 
So all of this information was related to the Committee of Eighteen by Re Ms. Susan Lawson's letter 
Wallace. . concerning the "ambiguous" nature 
And the Committee was so confused, for they knew not what to do. of committees at Bridgewater 
Then there rose from amongst the committee a Philosopher, from the State College, I disagree with the 
Tribe of Faculty, called David of Cheney. And unto the Chairperson he analogy drawn between crosswalks 
spoke, "How is it that President Adrian expects. us to function as a and committees, i.e., the "witty" 
committee if we are pnlysubmitting our~evaluatio~ separately and comment that "serving ona 
.. ~"" iI ....... ~~ •• ~~~~~~i~~l~~~~~~;.~ijfj~~ (lQn:unittee9t this institution is like -fij·l!a~n submIt a consensus of how we as eighteen feel about the applicants pushing the pedestrian button at a 
for the position of Dean of Students or Associated Dean of Students? crosswalk. You can press the 
And could not our reccommendations be binding upon President button all day, but the light wiII not 
Adrian?" change until it is ready to." 
And Chairperson Wallace said unto him, "No, the President wants The analogy is invalid because, as 
only separate and secretly sealedreccommendatians from each of you." all connoisseurs of traffic lights 
And the committee was so ill at ease. So they sent Chairperson know, the tight always changes to 
Wallace back to the President with many questions for him to ponder. red and yellow shortly after the 
Then the President came unto the committee and to them he said, button is pushed. However, when 
"The Trustees have placed upon me the most highest of responsibility in committee members "press the 
the governing and the decision making process at this co11ege called button," . the light may never 
Bridgewater. I must of my own best judgement choose from among the respond or,. more probably, will 
applicants. a Dea,n of Students to serve in the Tribe of Administrators. change to green. 
Though IwilLconsider your reccommendations most seriously, lcannot Nevertheless, part of the analogy b~binded by them as they could go against my own best judgement and· is true, although Ms. Lawson did not 
that would be in violation of the trust vested in me by the Trustees." fnte~d-if to be so. When a 
Then, there arOse from among the Committee of Eighteen a Thesbian, pedestrian "pushes the button," it is 
who was a member of the Tribe of Faculty , called Robert of Barnett. An d often. a n~edless and· time-
unto President Adrian he said, "President Adrian, I suspect that we are consuming process, serving only to 
so confused, because the rumors have flowed like water throughout the infuriate. vehicle operators since the 
members of our tribes that you have already chosen a new Dean of pedestrian might have crossed 
' Students and we as· a Committee of Eighteen are merely a facade. And safely quring a light. change: 
this I suspect is causing us to feel·iIl at ease_ Would you not accept from Similarly, when a committee 
us a consensus reccommendation of , the individuals who are applicants member makes' a' decision or 
for the job?" proposes a solution, it is often 
And the President answered, "If that is what the committee wishes to detrimental to the "community" as a 
do, then I will accept it. But it shall not be binding unto me. whole and serves only to in some 
Then there was a great shuffling of papers, and other members of the way benefit that person. 
'eighteen brought forth their ideas an4finally it was decided. The The question is not whether the 
Committee of Eighteen will; committee will "flash the· green 
1. Intervie~ the applicants. 2. Discuss -the applicants after each light" or "press the button" in its 
interview. 3. Submit a group consensus reccommendation/ evaluation of selection of a new Dean of Students, 
the applicants. 4. Submit individual evalua~ions/reccommendations of but whether it will avoid· the 
the applicants. 5. President Rondileau will announce his choice for the intersection and cross at a less 
position of Dean of Students or ~ssociate Dean of Students before itiscongested ·area of the road. Few 
announced to the College Community asa whole. 'problems are. ever solved in wide~ 
'And the Committee of Eighteen was so relieved, for now they felt that open "rota~ies" wherearg~ments 
they were able to function as a committee and could act as a whole. And . tend to "go around in circles." 
could talk amongst themselves as well to those members of their tribes Furthermore, when the vehicle 
who had questions concerning their actions. operator is not aware of the 
-But the'story had not yet ended. No, it has only begun. For, the reason(s) for a pedestrian's Com~ittee of Eighteen must still interview the applicants for the Position "pushing of the ,_ . button," he 
of Dean of Students or Assodate Dean. of Students. is more likely to become irritated at 
Then'they must forward their reccommendationsjevaluations to the delay. Likewise, when a college 
. President Adrian. They must hope that he will honor his word to "community" is not aware of the 
seriously considered them, and choose o~e from among the applicants circumstances surrounding a 
- who the Committee has designated as worthy. .' . Dean's resignation, it becomes 
But this will be up to "'President Adrian, for he must not violate his most irritated at the selection process. 
highest trust as the one who is responsible for the governing and decision The "functions" and "pro- . 
. making process in the College caned Bridgewater. .. . cedures" of a. cOT}lmittee • ?-re thus 
. -'Oth~nAlise, there' could .be another, in the line of ~uccessive "irreleyant when 110 one knows what-
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Is CoUege Life Everything You Thought It Would Be?_, 
If not, ALPHA UPSILON invites you to join in our pledging activities which begin on Sunday, February 13. 
Pledging will lead to many good times and long-lasting friendships. All freshman and soph~more men are welcome. Please feel free to come to our house on Sunday at 8:00 p.m. with ~my questions you might have. Our house is located at 25 Park Terrace across from Scott Hall. Hope to see you there! 
,:rH~ CPM~~~! ~e~~ary t{), 1!}.7;78 
Commentary by Doug Schorr 
Resignation: ,Why 
... ~:.~ \~ 
Searching for the official reason for why· b~:~riLkre~HnreSigned as Dean of Studnets has been an arduous and time-consuming task since I first started the assignment. However ~ little by. little it has become a bit 
easier. 
In the previous issue of The Comment, the relationship between the Dean and President Rondileau was mentionedas.one of the reasons for her departure. New information has been learned sinc~ th~n, however, 
so new angles can be approached. 
Reliable sources have told me that when the Dean first tool her position, everything went well. However, within a year the Men's Residence Director and the Assistant Women's Residence Director had both resigned. To regard it as a matter of circumstance is to regard it lightly, because at that time both these people worked out of Dean Breslin's office. Personalities can conflict, but when two people leave their offices within a short time of each other, it makes one question the 
reasons why. When new people came in to fill the positions, things 
worked out well- temporarily. Eventually the same problems that had 
come up before, came up again. When things couldn't be resolved, and the situation became worse, it was a matter of who would leave. If Dean Breslin didn't resign, then the people working with her would. Dean Breslin was called and asked for her side on why she left. Her 
comments were, "As I have said before, I resigned from thecollege for 
personal and professional reasons. I can not say anything else, except 
that I enjoyed my stay there." 
If ever I thought President Rondileau was the champion for giving very little information, Dean Breslin toppled him from the crown. The fact that 
she gave so little information would ti'e in with the fact that there was 
conflict in her office before she left. Breslin was also a very highly professional woman, so that would also explain her short answer. If the real reason to why Dean Breslin resigned is to be found, it will 
certainly have to be done without the help of either Dean Breslin or President Rondileau. Hopefully, there will be more information to report 
to you in the next issue. 
Older Students: Due to Changing . Lifestyles 
\ 
by Laurel Sakanason 
In the past few years a major 
change has taken place in the 
composition of the student body at 
Bridgewater· State College. Betty 
Coed and her all-Amercan 
companions have not only been joined by classmates with long hair, 
An increase in the enrollment of 
st~dents over the age of twenty-two 
has taken a steady upward trend 'in 
recent years. 
Dean Deep, who has been at BSe 
for the past fourteen years, 
said,"When I first came to 
Bridgewatc:r there were older·than-
average students; however, most of 
them were male veterans attending 
school on the G,!. Bill. 
students on campus ..... 
There are many factors' 
responsible fo~ the present influx 
·CAR CARE 
of older students. A majority of 
them are female, probable due to 
. the changing role of women in our 
society. Many are mothers enrolled 
in college to begin or improve a 
career, and to enrich their lives, 
A program at Bridgewater that 
Some of the younger students are 
surprised to find how much they 
have in common with their older 
counterparts. They can also 
frequently be of great help to each 
other. 
During. the 1976 Fall semester Recently, eight students .Wet;e 
added to the ranks 'of the Campus there were 47 students over age 40. Police Departmenf. Currently 653 students over the age 
af 22 are enroIled in the B.S.C. day These students, ch. osen from a program. field of ten applicants, were hired a$ 
Living in a society that tends to parking lot monitors and assigned 
compartmentalize people according duties that indude: allowing only 
to age, we do not often have an cars with the proper decals to park (cont. from py. 1) opportunity to develop friendships 'in the various areas, keeping the heat because the coolant will not f ff . hi d limited resistance of the terminals. with people other than our own ag~ flow 0 tra ic movmg smoot y an Circulate through the radiator. A. d' . . . t t t h By loosening the bolts on the . bracket. However, at Bridgewater lrectmg VlS1 ors 0 e thermostat that is stuck open will h b f h b 'Id' terminals you can pry off the ends this unique opportunity does exist. w erea outs 0 t e many Ul mgs and then clean both the terminals not Although older students have on campus. (Feel free to ask me questions and the cable ends with a knife or difficulty finding time to be involved The major requirements for the 
friends is stimulati~g and it helps me 
to stay open-minded. Age per se is 
not the measure of maturity, and 
·only matters as much as one will 
allow. 
colored vests. He also noted that 
the program, thus far,. "has worked 
out beautifully, and the students 
have been a great asset, doing a 
terrific job." 
SGA ELECTIONS 
WEDNESDA Y, FEB. 16,1977 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
acrQssfrom 
about your· car and if I can artswer steel . wool. Make sure that your ' in more than attending classes, position were: a courteous att. itude, ' them I will. Drop them off in the 
the Bookstore 
SENIORS & SOPHOMORES 
cast your vote for 
~lass SENATORS 
cable ends are replaced tightly upon when able they receive great benifit a willingness to work and the ability envelope· on the door of the the battery terminals. from other conege experiences. to deal effectjvely with poeple. COMMENT office on the second Ano'ther winter weather hassle is 
. k Both older and· younger students Poll'ce ·Chl·ef R·an· dy. Gr· a··ca floor of the. S.U;Next wee -.. reat, or lack of it. Most of. the" '~Antifreeze".) are developing rewarding announced that the monitors will proqlems are taken care of at the friendships with each other. 
_ soon. be equipped with brightly beginning of the season, as most ----------------------..:...--------~-----.... people like to keep themselves 
warm, one way or the other. 
Common heating problems are: 
defective thermostats, leaking 
heater cores, and defective or 
broken control units. A defective 
thermostat can . cause pr~Qlems 
both in the winter and summer. It is 
composed of two different types of 
metals which expand at different 
rates. When the .car is cold the 
Open new vistas of hope for her 
She's the kind' of young girl that feels 
lonely. Feels left out. Feels the whole 
world is a hostile place. 
themselves to guiding adolescent girls 
who have personal. social, and family 
difficulties. 
The kind of 'girl who has crumbled As psychologists, child care ano under the awesome pressures of a social.workers, teachers, nurses, ree;' disrupted home and an inconsistent reation leaders,. and in other fields, society. The adolescent girl who has the sisiers strive through love, under-built a wall around herself and who standing, and total commitment to will never grow up emotionally unless Christ to help these girls find them-thermostat is closed not allowing love breaks through to free her. . .. selves and God again. the coolant to circuiate from the· The SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEP- Do you have a deep interest in engine through the radiator back HERD who are religiously committed. others? .Would you like more infor-into the engine. As the coolant in and professionally trained dedicate mation on our apostolate of caring? 
I contact with the engine block heats., -----_--___________________________ _ 
up, due to the combustion in the; cG Yes, please se~d me information. cylinders, it Cquses the thermostat I '~ Voca~on Director 
to heat up and the two metals begin ','. (SiSteRS Or the 4000 ShepheQO 
. dB m~~~ to expan. ecause they expand at New York City, NY 10023 different rates, an opening is formed I 
Zip 
. ~'~ ". . . 
and the coolant begins to circulate I 'UN::.am:::'e-----:----...---:--"'---:...----A:""g-e---"----through the radl.·at~r, where it is ' •. 
_ Address 
cooled and sent back through the I 
engine. A thermostat that is stuck· J College 
-----......... -----~ ........... ---.... ---- .... ..."...~ ........... -.....-~-.-,-----------c1psed will cause the car to over-
" ~ .> .. ~ '"' • .. ,. .. .. ,,". ..... '"" .. .'" .... 
to /ill '1976-77 academic year 
vacancies 
:,:, ':'.',:;.;'; ~" :\~'SJ.~(:; ;',\ ~ \' 
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The Arts 
Albums of 1976 
Ten is Eleven 
by Gil Bliss 
With the many diverse, good albums coming out all the time, it is 
extremely difficult to narrow down a year of music to ten or so top . 
albums. I finally got it to eleven, using some that were commercially 
successful and some that I felt were artistically successful. 
The list, alphabetically by artist:' 
The group Yes took a year off to record solo albums, and the finest in 
the lot did not surprise their fans, who knew that the best work would 
come from Jon Anderson, with his release, Olios of Sunhillow. 
Anderson played all the instruments on the album, a concept production 
dealing with a space voyage. 
An English folk singer, Joan Annatrading, gained notoriety in this 
country after already becoming popular in Europe with her debut release 
on A & M featuring inventive folk-style songwriting. 
Probably the biggest story of the year was the local group Boston, led . 
by guitarist-organist-writer·arranger-engil!eer Tom Scholz; who came 
close to breaking the record for album to be fastest in maimaking 
platinum status (one million units sold). 
Jeff Beck made a fine album called Wired, continuing in his jazz·rock 
vein, this time also featuring former Mahavishnu keyboard whiz Jan 
Hammer. 
The Electric Light Orchestra had two possible entries in the 1976 
sweepstakes: Face the Music and A New World Record. The first was 
released late in '75 but achieved most of its popularity in 1976. The latter 
record continues in the same vein, establishing ELO as one of the best. 
Genesis made the list with their album A Trick of the Tail on Atlantic. 
The amazing thing about this was that their lead singer, Peter Gabriel, 
had left; many expected the band to fold instead of coming up with a big 
effort. 
Ge·orge Harrison pulled off a comeback of sorts with 331/3, a record 
on a new label (Warner Bros.) coming after a year of frustration. He had 
been involved in litigation with both ~is old record company and with a 
publishing company. The latter suit was for copyright infringement on 
the old hit, "He's So Fine;"''The court ruled that he had subconsciously 
, plagiari~ed the tune. in hissong, "My. Sweet Lord/' 
Al Stewart had a major release with Year of the Cat, an aJbum 
destined to get bigger in 1977. 
One of rock's enigmas, Steely Dan, which now consists of two 
musicians and writers, Walter Becker and Donald Fagen, released The 
Royal Scam, insuring them a spot amongst the best. They use guest 
(irtists and don't tour, but write consistently good material. 
Finally. one of the major releases of the year was the . long· awaited 
Songs in the Key of Life, a two and one-half record set by the musical 
.. genius cif Stevie Wonder. This album catapulted to number one almost 
immediately. and is stilUn the top five. 
AFRICAN ART EXHIBIT 
. Duringthismonth,.the Af~o~AmericanSociety is exhibiting 
their showcas~ of African artifacts.If you' dlike to see it, it is in the 
Art Gallery of the SU building on the top /loor.SamalfKajubi and 
her brother. Thain have. added items . to the . sh?wcase . frOm 
Uganda,andMrs .. ~l1genia Watson will have her own section of 




The Christian Jazz/Rock/Drama 
Group ... Joshua ... will be appearing 
on Wednesday~ Feb. 16th in the SU 
Ballroom. Tbe concert wi! begin at 
7:30 p.m .. Joshua has been 
performing in the New England area. 
for almost five years. They playa: 
variety of music and candidly 
discuss ho~. Jesus has effecteq their i 
lives. Joshua·': also writes and 
performs .·$~its:;Jh~$eare short,· 
one7act· : 'dramatizations . of the 
Christian message~ 








DEBATERS HEAD WEST 
The Forensic SOCiety on January 
31, 1977 started its drive to raise 
money and send Some of its 
qualified members to the Pi Delta 
National Tournament held in 
Seattle , Washington during the 
spring semester break. Bridgewater 
State, at present is the only college 
or university in the state of 
Massachusetts to have the honor of 
being accepted as a Chapter of the 
Forensic Fraternity. The 
Fraternity's National Tournament 
.and convention is held every two 
years, and is open to those speakers 
who have shown themselves to be 
dedicated to the cause of promoting 
public speaking ~nd debate. 
Presently, 8.S.C. has eight 
members who qualify to attend this 
once in a lifetime opportunity. 
Because of limited funds the S.G.A. 
could only allocate enough money 
to send three members to Seattle 
this year. The Society is confident 
that it can raise. the eight hundred 
dollars necessary to send at least 
one more and hopefully two more 
with two raffles and many letters to 
community organizations. The firsf 
raffle is being held for the dUration of 
this month, and it is a 50-50 draw 
where the Soceity will split its tak 
with the three winners. It i: 
Peter Lapierre sells tickets to Pres. Rondileau 
definately save some money for a_ 
lucky commuter during the rest of 
this long, cold winter. This raffle will 
be February 10·18, and it is 
hoped that it will be a success, along 
with the rest of the drive to send a 
deserving student to Seattle to' 
represent B.S.C. at the National 
Honorary Forensic Tournament· 
Convention. 
Afro-Am Lecture 
Series Begins important both (or theSociety and 
the winners that many tickets are 
sold. The first ticket of the drive was 
Id b S by Vanessa Wilson so y the oceity's president Peter 
authors write novels about black 
men. Such novels mentioned in the 
lecture were: "The Man Who Cried I 
Am" by John Williams; "A Different 
Drummer" by William Kelly; and 
"Native Son" by Richard Wright. He 
Lapierre to college president Adrian Tuesday, February 8th at ellven 
Rondileau .. The second raffle that a.m., was day one . of. the Afro~Am 
will be held is for a reserved parking Lecture Series which is presented in 
space onlower campus 1 Which will honor of Black History Month. Dr, 
. Cheste~Hedgepe~ch.from Harilard·: 
~_~~t; .. ;iii~il 
~,al11dten<:e (which was 
Sampson Syndrone in Black is presented as se 
Novels", oriented" and, how within himself he Culture 
'45 to '85 Dr. Hedgepetch used Sampson, holds a strong and aggressive a Biblical character, because of his behavior which ends in self· 
On Thursday, February 23, at 
8:00, the Student Union Program 
. aggressive behavior, which ends his i destruction. 
life in self-destruction. Other Biblical The lecture closed ~ith 
characters he pointed out were viewpoints from the audience. One 
Adam,who exemplifies the theme of of the replies by HedgepE;!tch was 
the Sampson Syndrone in his sinful very interesting and .... good to keep 
ad; and Job· who in contrast in· mind; "The importance of the 
obeyed the laws of God and Black man's struggle is that his inner 
accomplished things' in a way that strength and enthusiasm usually 
was good and socially acceptable. stems from a religion, love of 
. Committee is. sponsoring Timothy 
Leary speakmg on "American 
Culture: 1945-1985." For Leary 
change is paramount-·changes th~t 
have taken place and those that are 
to . come. Leary Sums up. the 
evolutionary problems college-aged 
ge~erations will have to face with 
the acronym, "S.MJ.L.E~~Space 
Migration, Intelligence'Increase and 
Life Extension." 
Timothy·· Leary ,forme; Harvard 
Professor, . LSD . guru, ·al1d federal 
prisoijer is one of the most·. 
controversial figures ·to' emerge 
from the halcyon days of the sixties. 
Leary.· believed that mental 
illness could .. becured, and 
experiments. at Harvard. suggested 
that LSD might be thesolution~I:.SD 
Was administered to several' 
hundred. persons in controlled 
experiments~ LSD was later mad 
illegal and. Leary was busted. Lear~ 
has stated at a lecture at the 
University_of California, "1 am proud 
of the 1960's but lhopenobodyhere 
expects11:1e to lead a 'charge of the 
Light Brigade' back to Woodstock." 
Dr. Hedgepetch relates the mankind, and the need for moral 
Syndron~ to the way in which righteousness." 




SHOWN "DAILY ~ 
. Tickets are· on"·sale how across 
froln the Bookstore. Prices arel • \&j~'.~~i1 
$1.S() w/JD.and $2.00 regular. The' 
concert is being spol1sored by The 
This is one 01 the man 
thousands of discount 
pri,ces in our FREE 
Come meet a~9· find out· more 
about this controversial figure and 
where he is leading on February 23 
at 8:00p.m. in the Student Unio~ 
,Auditorium. 
7~ 00 Eo <:f:30 P . 
Carpenter Shop. 
talog. 
~til1t;::J!\S.~nd forcatalog today. 
- 460 CENTRAL AVENUE 
East Orange, New Jersey 07018 
(201) 673·0600 
.• army·navy 900 
• camping equipment 
• war s,urplus . . 
• ~ork & ~':fltttothes ' 
gO .... Jeans, tOpS & more 
. .4:'ma ~ :':~;~~:::;:;it<;;:>;.,~:,,!I'!<.'.~ .. '.."~.:II<.~9.: •. · .·.e.···I111··•• ............ _ .................... ,;:; 
THE COMMENT February 10, 1977 5 
Club News - All the news that fits, we print 
The COMMENT extends an 
invitation to all BSC clubs to print-
thier club news in this new column. 
It will be a weekly feature and is 
designed to meet the needs of BSC 
organizations and their members. 
The articles to be published must be 
submitted by Q club member and 
should be placed in the "Club 
News" envelope on the door of the 
COMMENT office. 
There will be a general meeting of 
·the COMMUTER CLUB at 11:00 
a.m. on February 15th in SU 2. Your 
attendance is requested. Let's get 
organized commuters!!. .. Would 
you like to become a member of the 
W.H.O. society? Of course you 
would! Women Helping Others is a 
charitable organization of the 
women of BSC. If you have any 
questions there will be a table 
outside the Bookstore on Thursday 
and Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. or 
. come to the meeting on Monday, 
Feb~ 14th at 6:00 p.m. in the Green 
Room of the SU. .. The ENGLISH 
CLUB meets every other Tuesday 
at 11:00 a.in. in Room L238. All are 
welcome to join! Elections for 
officers will be held on March 8th 
and nominations will be accepted on 
February 22. Attendance is 
mandatory for elections. The 
upcoming events include the movie 
"Wuthering Heights" on Feb. 23 in 
the Library Lecture Hall. Admission 
is free. On March 22 will be a play in 
Boston. Watch for the poster! 
Scheduled for March 21 is "King 
Lear" at the Trinity Square in 
Providence. Admission is $4.00 per 
ticket and there is a free bus leaving 
Bridgewater at 6 p.m. Finally, ·on 
April 23, there will be a trip to 
Concord's "Thoreau Country." 
There is a free bus and a possibility 
of group rates for admission. See 
you there!! 
SODA announces Grand 
Elections for the office of President 
elec;:tion is to be held on Tuesdayt~, 
15th of February, 1977. Look for our 
ballot box. Corne out and 
vote!!...Nominations for HISTORY 
CLUB officers will be. accepted at 
the meeting on Tuesday, Feb.I5 at 
11:00 on the 3rd floor of the SU in 
the History Club cubicle. The 
History Club will aiso ,sponsor a 
lecture by Dr. Cole of the History 
Dept. on "Indians in the American 
Revolution." It will be held on 
Thursday, Feb.24 at 11:00 in room 
B-6 ... A liquor raffle is being 
sponsored by the BSC CHORAL 
SOCIETY to raise funds for a 
spring concert tour. FIRST PRIZE: a 
case of assorted liquor! SECOND 
PRIZE: 3 bottles of wine! THIRD 
PRIZE: a case of Michelob! Tickets 
are·~vailable .in front of the 
BOOKstore from 10-3 up until Friday, 
February 12. The price is 501t apiece 
or·3 for $LOO. The drawing will be 
held Feb. 14th. So don't walt. Buy 
your tickets now!!, .. The 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB will hold its 
next meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 15th 
'at 11:00 a.m. The room will be 
posted in the SUo All sociology 
majors are urged· to attend! Club 
officers are Barbara Lightzier-
President, Christopher Horgan-
. Vice·President, and Robin Ames-
Secretary. .The AFRO-:-
AMERICAN CLUB will present DR 
ROBERT BENNET from the 
'Episcopal Divinity School in 
. Cambridge. He will speak on 
"Folklore in the Black Church," on 
Tuesday,Feb.15th at 11:00 a.m. in 
theSU Oem Room. Also a Poetry 
Reading Session! featuring ANN 
DUCILLE is scheduled for 
Wednesday, March 2, at 7-9 in the 
dreen Room. All are welcomed to 
read their oWn writings and 
__ refreshments will be served. DR. 
CHARLES WILLIE from Harvard 
will speak on "A New Look At The 
Black Family." This is scheduled.r 
Monday. March 7 at 2·4 p.m. in the 
SU Ballroom. There is. free 
admission!! .~The .. STUDENT 
a dance marathon for the 
benefit of the Southeastern 
Massachusetts United Cerebral 
Palsy Organization. It will be. 
held on Friday, Feb. 25th from 
12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. in the SU 
ballroom. .Prospective 
new members are welcomed by 
the CREATIVE DANCE 
GROUP to an open workshop held 
in the ballroom of the SU on Mon. 
night, 6-8 p.m. Those who missed 
the announcement last week are 
invited to attend this Monday 
evening at the same time. The 
·Preside nt·Sue Pratt, Vice· 
President -Candice Curry and 
Faculty.Advisor Cora Miller Wells, 
will be on hand to tell about the 
activities and plans for the second 
. Sunset Tours presents 
semester. Refreshments and 
discussion will conclude the evening 
of dance. The Creative Dance 
Group,(formerly the Modern Dance 
Group) is open to all st4dents, men 
and women, and faculty who enjoy 
dance and want to -work 
cooperatively on group dances to be 
performed several times a year for 
the college and community. Plans 
are underway for performances on 
April 13th and 14th by the Group 
and members of the Creative Dance 
Classes of thecollege ... The 
... Any Vet's wishing to 
form a VETERAN'S CLUB should 
get in touch -with Editor Paul 
Broderick--togetherwe may share 
social, cultural and mutual 
experiences. 
College Spring Break 
,i-v-f - --. )', 
• ~ J 
,.J 
Resort Area 
·10DAYS/9 NIGHTS $13900 
*PLUS 20% TAX & SERVICE 
PRICE BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY 
PRICE INCLUDES 
, * Round Trip via Michaud Air Conditioned Luxury Motor Coach 
* Free Beer enroute 
: 8 Days and 7 Nightsat the Luxurious Holiday Inn Direcd~¥~bT 
Pool Party - Free Beer and Barbecue KEIT'fi .. _ 
* Full Breakfast Plan Optional . 
• Baggage Handling at Hotel FITZPATRICK at 
*. Services of Resident Tour Director 8'·'·7' 8 ·8"052··· oratthe 
- ..". .. COMMENT office 
'" Hotel Features Include Maid Service / ColorT.V./ Swimming pool, 
Air Conditioned Rooms with Private Bath>and Shower / All Rooms are 
Ocean View lRestaurant and Lounge with Nightly Entertain ment, Free Covee 
HapPY' Hour Ever~ Night AI!", Drinks Half Price / Plus Live Entertainment at . 
Pool Side upon Arrival and Departure. 
OPTIONAL TOURS-
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NAME __ ~ ________ ~ __ ~ ________ ~~___ I 
ADDRESS...;..... __________ -.-:-____ I 
SCHOOL ______________________ , 
AOOMMATES~--''__~ __ ~ ___ ~~...,..:... __ -I 
PHONE ___________ ~ _______ ~ __ ----~ 
• OPTIONALTOUA • _____ ~---,~.,....... _ _'__~ 
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Classifieds 
for saJe 
66 Rambler Classic- Has sticker - die 
hard battery. Good .dependable 
transportation and owner asking 
$250.00. Needs tune-Lip only. Call 238-
4843 after 6:30 p.m. 
1965 Mustang, convertible, good 
condition, $525. Call Nancy Phinney, 
Wood HalL 
Moving, must sell, Homemade couch, 
homemade cradle, one bureau, wicker 
basket, women's ski boots (7), and other 
items. Contact Rob or Barbara at Apt. 
5103, Kingswood Apt. 
Nearly new pair of women's Frye Boots 
for sale. Will sell cheap! Call Jan at 697-
4121. 
Free puppies- puppies- playful, part 
cocker- spaniel, part husky, part who 
knows what. Puppies who need a good 
home - only 6 weeks old. Call Debbie 
335-8814. 
wanted 
Need cash! Cash in your old or new 




To all my friends that were in room 15 
1/30/77, thanks for everything. You guys 
are great! You made my birthday the 
best one eVlZr. Thanks again. S.H. 
To: Jolly Green Giant - my best buddy-
hope your birthday is extremely 
enjoyable for you and memorable too. 
You11 by twent!,.' years'.old, so be sure to 
be careful so that you111ive twenty more, 
OK? With love, Little Bean Stalk!! 
Thought for the day· Bending over 
backwards is for yoga nuts and buddies -
thanks. And even the spazzes of the 
world can be tall. 111 make it back and 
talk to the town. The beer cans will be 
dancing for you - be there!! Take care, 
love one ex-price happy spaz. 
Marl: Happy 19th. Hope all your wishes 
and dreams come true and your 19th 
year is the best one yet. Di, Sue, Patsy 
Caz, add another name - I'm "gonna" 
move in. Olympic skaters, aren't we 
great. Though I'm still in Mass-
achusetts, "Something" happened and 
Michigan seems like a dream to me now; 
111 take the "Edmund Fitzgerald." Going 
to class? Save me a seat. Take good 
notes. Pook! Love, Sarah 
~ WM- Looking for not too serious kind of 
kinky for fun with WF or WM ... No 
Maybe just WF. Direct all replies to Info. 
Booth c/o Chucksters. 
MOCCTB- Eating in the Rat, waiting and 
waiting and waiting, How' your husband 
and your lover? He has a girlfriend! The 
man with the beard, thoom, unexpected 
visiotrs, pook is pook, name 
dropping(literly), going to the "Pit", wait 
while I get my wallet from my wife,why 
did we go to Shopper's World?, Pegith, 
I've never seen you like this!, going 
spaztic in the union, FALLING 
FALLING FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN, 
losing everything but my head, this was a 
boring week, that's all .. _ bye ... bye. 
Love, the over the hill gang 
To the blond disco kid and the rest of the 
gaing - keep on boogying. You are the 
best entertainment we've seen in the Riv. 
Good luck with B baIL Your favorite 
admirers!! 
Long Distance: Hope our "little" 
conversation brightened things up. 
Remember, like the song says -
whenever you need me, just call me and 
I11 be around. I'm really looking forward 
to the 21st. Distances may make it hard 
for us to get together, bu( no matter 
what, we'll never really be apart. Miss ya! 
Amiga 
To the cow with sneakers, It took time 
but we've finally become buddies. 
Remember the heatless days? You 
snore, but tell good jokes. Have you got 
enough socks? Memories of S.c. shots! 
Oh well, Happy Birthday, Good luck 
with B.B., and put back that red crate 
you stole. Love and Kisses, Holly 
Hobbie. 
Room for rent. House 10 minute walk My only "H", Thank you for being you, 
from classes. $90 per month and 1/3 Nancy, Sorry this is so late but time and for being there when I need you. 
utilities. ·697-6683. keeps slipping into the future!! Hope you Don't forget, it's one silver camaro and a 
had a super birthday!! Best wishes in yellow mustang _ you know - we've got a 
your "first yearofwomanhood!l!" Love, lot to do and a lot of time ,;. your number 
.-iW~~.j~~.l1~iij~~~9t~~~~~1\~:~tC'ii,:,i~~r~~5ttg'~::~i'\1,i;"",,,,,, \,' ,} fan:,h()Ye, G. T. 
Lost. A pair of brown framed glasses-
square like shape·Italian frame. If found 
call Leslie Scott, Woodward Hall, ext. 
351,352,353. Leave a message jf not in, 
Thanks a lot! 
ride/riders 
Ride. wanted Tues-Thur§,day 12~ o'clock 
class. Holbrook-Braintree Highlands 
area, Marilyn - 843-1233. . 
Pegith - Happy Birthday! I hope you are 
happy, You deserve the best. Don't 
forget that you've got a friend. 
Remember a1/ the good times and try to 
forget the bad. Take it easy cause 
T.W.T. Love, Y.B.F.W.W.N.Lv. 
To all those who missed Ed Sullivan at 
Homecoming, you can catch. him down 
the Rat, Fri. nite. For those who SaW him 
the first time,y.eu don't want to miss his 
return to BSC Friday nite 8-12. He'll sef:! 
you then! ' 
Ride wanted from Rt. 18 E. Bridgewater. Happy Birthday Dad!! I hope your day is 
8:00 class every day. Will pay. Please call really" super!!! Love you very .. much; 
Brenda at 378-2997. . . . Karen. 
--~~ . 
Classified Ad Form 
Circle Head"lng: 
FOR SALE WiANTED 
HOUSING LOST & FOUND 
PERSONAL RJDEiRlDERS 
01HER:_ 








CICJPi/ier;Is are Irw /oralfstudents 
~ faculty, st~. and adminlltration oj BSe. 




Total OmQUnl enclosed: 
. 
Friday night at the Corral; the Italian 
Stallion v.'as born, exotic dances nightl>' 
(4 shows), one confirmed Crab carrier 
(boy, did that one hurt!), and one Irish 
frizz top, To the next bunch of derelicts, 
See you at Buddy's Motto's. 
Second Floor Wood Girls: Everyone was 
dancing on the moon in Rm. 43 Sat. 
night. Who tried to steal her own car? A 
c,old walk~. back from the Riv, but who 
remembers? Who's the bottom of the 
i:>arrel? Who's practicing the "art" of 
playing ball? Jealousy and wine coolers 
don't·mix.! We'll neverdrink in that water 
fountain again! Where's Boston? SHE 
knowsl Who' had a double date Sat. 
night? Riz-what do you think this rook 
rike, rettuce? The attacker's in town! 
The premier of the freaky sleeze. I can't 
wait to get wasted tonight. .. Two D.lYs 
please! Who's got a weight date? Who 
went. back to Killington for more? She 
has "the best boyfriend in the world." 
She's gone again, for Pete's Sake! 
Keeping the Venus going for the 
MASSACRE tonight! How's the money 
situation? Coin please! Who's the .new 
woman in 32? Overalls unite!! See you 
next week and always remember, Wood 
girls are good girls! 
E.S.-Loved the way you curled your hair! 
The bitch is back .... Ba da da da da da da 
I can't find the time to tell you. Take care 
and-remember, 'blind butterflies crash 
into trees." Love ya, R_D. . 
Jenni, Smiled lately? Perhaps you should 
saveyout comedy show foranother time 
and place: Also, please try to consider 
others' feelings. Despite what else may 
happen - I will stick by you. --=Mrs. "B" 
To our third roomie: Hpw's your love 
life? RaCing.carchocolates -- yum yum 
eat 'em up. Sounds like the pointy 
sweater went to a swell party this 
weekend, LD? Who's the lucky guy this 
week? "Find me somebody to love!" otis 
it "Torn Between Two Lovers?" Yes'm 
master, thank goodness for code names! 
Love and Kisses, Montequilla and 
Parkay 
Burke- you are definitely overskating. 
Liz SulIiva~. 
Anita, Michele, Kathy, Karen, Nora, 
Brenda, Lucy, Thanx for your great 
services. But Anita, I'm not a China man. 
--Crutch. 
Kris, this is a personal to you alone. We 
plan to have a good time tonight, don't 
we? Let's hope that Fran doesn't get the 
munchies and eat all your grandmother's 
food! Karen should look nice walking 
_ around on them stampers. What do you 
use them for Karen? Carol is going to 
take a break every 1,5 minutes_ Marilyn, I 
think we'll give you a baldy haircut. Now, 
Tina, I want to be home by 9 am because 
1 have to work. I don't want to end up 
down the Cape or in Scituate! Robin. 
To S.R.K.- Happy 19th Birthday! 
Dining out - part Irish on my girlfriends 
side. CC & Ginger. To the weekend in 
Hull. Letters to Billy. The Griss Mill. 
Friends, pals, but not buddies. My 1/2 
roommate Bridgebury or Subwater. In 
the studdie rooms or down the Rat. 4:00 
0' cloc k numbers 1 & 2. Thanks for being 
my friend. You're still the one. Love, 
Space shot. 
Go BSC Bears!! Do it up Seniors! Don't 
overskate! Get psyched!! Win!! thumbs 
up! 
Carol T., Farrah., Newburyport., the 
outside Inn., Peter K., Popsicles., the Pit 
Party., Homecoming., JiIlM.,Marianne 
K., Sister.: Doug., Barney., Bruno., 
James., the Mally., the Bumpkins" 
Florida:, Roommates;, Birthday party., 
Diana Ross;the Mad Hatter; Rich 
Woman; Poor Woman, Good days!! 
Kathy: Aunty and family have moved to 
Raynham - phone listed there. Please get 
in touch. Margaret asked me to forward 
message. Sue from Carlton's 
SAT. NIGHT LIVE ... Sorry bout last 
week but the greaser Was good. Body 
design in the Family. Brucester, where's 
your horsie? Kenster, where did your 
face go? Moloctov cocktails and severed 
limgs to Oscar: if he ever asks for a favor 
from any Family member. Brillo has 
To Meredith and Michael, "Write on 
your hearts that every day is the best day 
of the year." Happy Valentine's Day! 
Happy Anniversary! Love, Karen 
To John, Happy Valentine's Day, babes! 
I'm just sitting here and thinking about 
our past year and nine months together. 
They've been bea,utifuL Remember 
Hampton Beach, Christmas Eve, the 
first night you told me you loved me, and 
our first weekend together here at 
BSC??? Thanks for being you. I love you 
I hope the next 3 and one half years go b~ 
quickly. Love, Beth. 
To my funny, little Valentine: Our 
mornings, days, and nights together 
have been so beautiful. [hope the many, 
many more times together will be even 
more so beautiful. It's going to be hard 
for them not to when a love like ous is 
just constantly there, although, we've 
had and probably will have worse times, 
too. Oh, well - I love you honey. Happy 
Valentine's Day 
Woodstock-Happy Valentine's Day, 
l.;ove. I still do ya know! 
Beth - Happy Valentine's Day. All my 
love, Tiny 
Co-pilot to pilot:"I love you!" 
To Kevin H., I bet you n~ver thought 
you'd get a personal from me. This is 
special cuz it's Valentine's Day. You're a 
good kid, and a good friend. Keep smilin'" 
"Lin" 
W.F. 21 seeks W.M.21 to share and wish 
a happy Valentine's Day .for 3 "roses" in a 
row. May I hope for in "roses" to come? 
White Rabbit: Warning: Beware of 
Noko-Marie! Brian Hall says 'hi'. "For me 
there is you and there is nobody else. I . 
want to stop - and thank you ... " For,the 
biology help,"h~ving faith in me" and 
loving me. I know we'll have a starry 
Valentine's Day. Forever, M. 
green fungus growing on his chest, I . ---------------
know ... Take me. Beware of men in Roy, Will you be my Valentine? Your 
unlighted' shower. rooms with clothes secret admirer 
missing. Not much more except that the 
Family is going to have a party that will 
last for a weekend. Real soon. We're still 
having fun and you're still the one. 
valentines 
Whether it's 8:00, 3:33, or 1:43, I. do 
mean' them alL Thanks' for putting up 
with EVERYTHING the other night! 
HApP¥ VALENTINE'S DAY! P.S. I 
really. do love the "new" yout 
Goose - Have a happyValentine day and 
Remember thatIl9ve you. Your Fireman 
Blue Eyes! Light me a. fire and there's 
nothing 1 won't dol Happy Valentine's 
Day handsome! Love, Short and Sweet. 
Gary, Why did you ever buy a 1/2 gallon 
of vodka?I?!?! You've got some nerve! 
But. .. .I guess it was worth it!! Thanks! 
HappyVaJentines Day- Love, Shoe less 
To Buffalo Bob: Here's the personal you 
were longing for. Happy Valentine's Day, 
toots! Personally yours, Guess who? 
Gary, Happy Valentine's Day, Babe! 
Plus fifteen month anniversary; G-
Goober!! Th~nx for making these 15 
months the best fifteen! I love you Gary. 
Everything is so beautiful now; ,and it 
always will.be! November 10 is the best!! 
Remember .. "wake up with a winged 
heart and give thanks for another day of 
loving ... " D.C. here we come! 
Remember - love is forever. Jean 
To Rm. 17-Herein reside 3 perpetually 
patient peopJe who put up with one 
pretty pugnacious pest. But you haveto 
admit, I am cute. I may keep odd hors 
. and occasionally be caught without my 
shoes on, but at least that's ALL I take 
off! Happy. Valentine's Day kids!!!Love, 
me. 
To poor, sweet Keith who never gets a 
personal- Happy Valentine's Day! Draw 
me a pictur'e and I'll follow you anywhere; 
even to Florida! Love; me. 
Joanie, Here's a valentin~ for' you, cuz 
you're so dedicated and such a great kid. 
.Happy Valentin~'s Day, kid!! Jean; , 
To Chery: You're a great kid. and Iiust 
wanted tu give you your very Own 
personal. I'm psyched for D.C!!! The 
four of us will have a great time. Thanks 
for being my friend. J. 
To goodie. My Jock with the kinky haIr. 
Definitely an ex.cellent 4 months. Much 
has grown during these times- i,nduding 
Moe. Never thought I'dtrap you for so 
long. It's worth M.C:s dirty looks. May 
we reign forever! Happy Anniversary, to 
my Valentlneand "San Francisco" twin 
partner. I1l love you forever. Box-n-
natch! Nitwit 
To squirt -the very special man in my life. 
Please take it easy; have confidence in 
yourself. I do. I' really .do. Peace 
and ... Happy Valentine's Day! Miss ya~ 
Thank you. You know who. ' 
To my roomie: Happy Valentine's Day, 
and thanks for putting up with me. 
You're a great roomie ... well, almost, 
except when you have to always shave in 
the morning. That drIves me crazy!! 
Anyway, Happy Valentine's Day. piglet!! 
Guess who?? (Who else?) 
F.L. (Mine), What a weekend! You really 
have it alLl haven't'been this happy {ora 
long time. The great memories will last a 
long time. Those beautiful expressions 
on your face. Mornings are beautiful. 
Sunshine 9ancing through your eyes, 
throughout ollr love. Our love continues 
to grow day by day. My love for you will 
lastforever_ IL Y -FE (yours) 
Linda, How could I leave you out? After 
all, you're my next door neighbor~ You 
hav~ a great way of making people laugh, 
don't lose it. Be careful of the other 
"neighbors", 'K? Happy Valentine's 
Day,Kid, J. 
Bunny, Will you be/my Valentine? 111 be 
yours!!! To be tweetl From your 
tweetie!!! 
To all who made my 19th birthday a night 
to remember. Tish, Laurie, Janet, and 
Jean, the cake was, well, edible, and the 
Vodka was great! Bur. next time I want 
Michelle to entertain us with "Stand Tall" 
with BAN(BO)t Thank you everyone! 
.Qian.e~ Roo~ 72, W9<?C!. " ., 
Icemen HopefulAfter Midseason Break 
By Kevin Hanron 
The Bridgewater State icemen will host 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy this 
Saturday after a ten day rest. The Bears hold 
a 3-0-1 edge in the series that was interrupted 
in the 1971-72 season after BSC defeated the 
skating sailors, 12-0. Hopefully, attendance 
will be improved for the contest that faces off 
at 7:30 pm. at Crossroads Arena in West 
Bridgewater. 
To~d (35 points) and Jim ~cCullough (32 will quic~IY show you why a Division III pts.), ~nd Tim Moreau (11 pts.} .... 
POInts). BSC has to be lookIng for revenge schedule IS not desIrable. . .' Some statistical comparisons with I t _. 
The Division III-leadi~g. Worcester State _ Fitchburg State t~en arrives on ~aturday, BSC has already scored as many th~~ ~:~~d 
Lancers (Hacke.rs?) wIll mva?e Crossroads February. 19 fo: theIr second meetIng of the goals (25) in 15 games as it did in 22 games last 
on Wednesday, February 16 In an 8:45 p.m. season WIth Bndgewater. The Bears crushed . season. This is an indication that head coach 
start. Worcester boasts 3 of the top 5 scorers the Falcons, 10-1, back on December 2, but 'Fred Johnson's emphaisi on cond't' . . 
. D-" III' J' ell' ( F- hb h I lonlng IS 111 IVlSlon ,m 1m 0 I.ns 44 points), Dick ftc urg ~~ since improved and will be paying off ..... Tri-captain Tim Manning, a 
Todd (35 pomts) and JIm McCullough (32 ready for actIon when the referee drops the senior defenseman form Milt n h 
, ) BS . . k - 0, as more POints C ha~ to be looking for revenge puc at 7:30 p.m. '. POints (12) than he totalled all of last 
The Division III-leading Worcester State 
Lancers (Hackers?) will invade Crossroads 
on Wedn~sday, February 16 in an 8:45 p.m. 
start. Worcester boasts 3 of the top 5 scorerrs 
in Division III in JIm Collins (44 points), Dick 
afte~ a p:nalty-hlled 7-4 l?ss to the Lancers CROSSCHEC~ING--Leading scorers for season ..... Many thanks to the Bridgewater 
earher thiS season, so thiS should be one of SSC are Pat Galvm (20 pts.), Paul Kelly (19 hockey cheerleaders--Maureen N d 
the more exciting games of the year. Please pts.), Jake McDermott (18 pts,), Matt Cindy Moore, B~th Ferreira Cynd' ~.:~u, 
note tl}at I did not day that it would be one of Gillespie (16 pts.), John Fisher (16 pts.), Cheryle Esty and Carolyn B;ochu. 1 vm, 
the better hockey exhibitions, for Worcester Dennis Bertoni (15 pts.), Tim Manning h2 
Bears Fall to, UMass 
After a super 63-60 season opening victory 
over URI, BSC gained a 62-54 triumph over 
host team UNH. Two days later the Bears 
hosted U-Conn. Bridgewater shot 43% to 
UConn's 25% on the way to a 75-58 victory. 
Both the UNH and UConn games were fairly 
uneventful - the Bears were favored to win 
and they did. Thus SSC took a 3-0 record into 
their game versus UMass last Tuesday night. 
The BSC-UMass match-up was a grudge 
match for both teams. The Minutemen beat 
the Bears in a regular sea:son match last year, 
then BSC defeated them to win the finals of 
the State tournament. 
This year it appeared both teams have 
comparable skill levels. Bridgewater, 
however, had (1) the home tourt advantage, 
(2) a slightly stronger bench, and (3) more 
acutally occurs at gametime ... ,. 
The Bears bolted to a quick 8-2 advantage 
before UMass began to take advantage of 
BSC's 1-3-1 zone. With 2 strong forwards for 
UMass stationed low baseline, UMass had a 
field day shooting through the holes of the 1-
3-1, especially Nancy O'Neil who picked up 20 
of her 33 points in the first half. When the 
Bears switched to a 2-3, UMass Jured the SSC 
wings up high as they threatened to score 
from the extended foul line area, then passed 
quickly to those low baseline players for 
relatively uncontested easy shots. 
Sports Editorial 
UMass's offensive strengths included 
players who can hit from the corner, top of 
the key and also work well inside the day. No 
zone defense invented could have effectively 
protected all three areas. Despite this, 
Bridgewater waited until there were 2 minutes 
remaining in the game to go man-to-man, the 
only defense that was appropriate for UMass' 
offensive game plan. With the bench that 
Bridgewater has they are entirely capabl~ of 
running a man-to-man for 40 minutes if 
needed, and in this case it should have been 
run at the onset of and throughout the 
majority of the game. 
In addition, the Minutemen executed a 
man-to-man zone press fairly effectively, as 
will all the better teams Brid!=lewater will face. 
Although UMass had no decided height 
advantage over the Bears, BSe was badly 
second effort· shots for the Bears while giving 
the Minutemen second and third attempts 
offensively. , 
Bright spots in BSC's first loss of the 
season were Denise Bereszniewicz and Mary 
Jane Muello. With almost half the season 
completed, "Brez" is making it harder and 
harder to find new superlatives to describe 
her playing. "MJ", when she gets to play, 
shows good moves and hustle, and will come 
on more and more when and if she gets the 
playing time. 
Swenson to Retire 
Edward C. Swenson has erved as Athletic 
Director at Bridgewater State for 28 years. 
During that time has has also" coached 
baseball, track, basketball, football and 
soccer at times. In 1956 he led a SSC soccer 
team to a national title. But now, Mr. 
Swenson has . announced his retirement 
effective at the end of this semester. He 
deserves our thanks and praise for all the 
years of fine service to athletics on this 
campus, 
However, when he leaves the position of 
Athletic Director will have tobe filled. What is 
being done to. find a successor? So far, the 
faculty of the Physical Education Department 
have discussed the matter and are evaluating 
the situation. Student opinion is being carried 
to President Rondileau by the Presidents of 
the Student Government,Men's Athletic ar'1.d 
Women's Recreation Associations. President 
Rondileau seems to be waiting for input from 
the lower ranks. Actually inaction seems to be 
the order of the day While people mull over 
this issue of a new AthleticDirector. Dottie 
Tisevich of the SGA and Robert "Tic" 
Mansur of the MAA did meet with President. 
Rondileau this past Friday (February 4th) 
However, when ·asked about the contents of 
this meeting, "Tic" said he didn't know if he 
was at liberty to reveal the .issues that were 
'\ 
discussed. 
Enough of this ambiguity! If the people 
involved won't openly express their opinions 
on this issue, allow me to express mine. The 
opportunity to apply for the new Athletic 
Director's position should be open to 
anybody inside the college or. from the 
outside. A set of criteria must be established 
before any new person can be hired. After the 
criteria have been set the President should 
establish a search-and-selection committee to 
recomment to him three possible candidates. 
The President will then have the fil)al decision 
from amongst these three candidates. 
Athletics are an integral part of this 
campus. They affect all corners of our college 
communtiy. The decisions concerning a new 
Athletic Director should not be left up to the 
Physical Education Department and 
President Rondileau without welcomed 
student representation. I invite all interested 
parties to express their opinions in the pages 
of The Comment. 
Bob Cote 
Sports Editor 
Swimmers go to East 
Championship 
After a season of hard. luck and many 
disappointments,the work and persistance of 
the women's swim team has paid off. Tuesday 
night in a meet at Brown University, the 200-
yard freestyle relay team of Debbie Taricano, 
Kris Lattimer, Margo Mahoney and Sharleen 
Raduazo placed first in the process setting a 
new school record of 1:49.56 (chopping 2 
seconds off the old mark) and also qulaifying 
for the Eastern States Championships to be 
held in Delaware. 
Two days earlier BSC had dropped their 
6th meet in 7 tires, 82,5-50.5 to UNH. 
Bridgewater picked up firsts in three events. 
The 200-yard medley relay team of Margo 
Mahoney, Kathy Dempsey, Sharleen 
Raduazo and Debbie T aricano posted a 2:05, 
winning this event for the 4th meet this 
season. Dempsey also took the 5()'Yord 
esc swjmmer~recordedpersonaJs bests. In 
addition to the super-showing" of the freestyle 
relay team, two other school records were 
br~ken_ Margo Mahoney's 33.1 in the 50 . 
. yard backstroke and Sharleen Raduazo's 
59.5 in the 100 yard ireestyle are both new 
BSC records. 
Several other Bridgewater swimmers 
excelled in this meet. The Mahoney-
DempseyRaduazo 
Several other' Bridgewater swimmers 
excelled in this meet. The Mahoney-
Dempsey-Raduazo-1;"aricano medley relay 
team continued on their winning ways, this 
time grabbing first with . 204.8 Dempsey 
individually won the 50 (and 100. yard 
breaststroke events, Raduazo took the 50- ' 
yard butterfly (30.9) and TAricano placed first 
in the 50 yard freestlye (26.9), and 
Cathy County' s 1/12 was good for a first in the 
100 Individual Medley. 
.. This 
rnight've. tnadethe' differenee between a tie' 
and a win"forBse, as the final score was a.65-
65 deadlock. Bridgewater is 1·6·.1 on the 
season. 
Gymnasts Try To Improve 
Record 
vaulting, 5.7 on bars, 6.25 dn beam), Linda 
As a result ofa 97-94 loss to Northeastern Surman (6.9 in vaulting), Diane Newsham (6.5 
in their most recent meet, the women's'in floor ex. 4.9 on bars, 6.55 on beam), and 
gymnastics team is now 2-3, with 3 meets LynneScott (6.55 in floor ex.), Anderson had 
remaining tils se~son. . a score of 24.70 in the All-Around. category; 
In the Northeastern meet top BSC close . behind were Newsham's 24.00 and 
performers were Gail Anderson' (7.2 iIi Scott's 20.05. 
1st rOUJ;Nora KenneY,Liz Deu;do,Jean LaUbert, Betsy Keenan, Sue Gamely, 
2nd row;Linda Sorman, Gail Anderson, Andy Dox,Andy Haetling, Diana 
,N.ewsham, Julie Mamuska, Kathy Judge, Sue Moore,Dawn 
Nyman, COACH:DaynODaniels 
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Bears In The Cold 
by Tom O'Brien 
News Al'iiillirib.~G·' "And now the sports 
scene with_ Fuw.y,fingers. Fumbly, what 
have ya gQt there?"' " 
Trying 
effort was voted player of the week. 
ESC 81, Mass. Maritime 68- Although they 
, won this game it was the breaks that finally 
Fingers: "Well, the ,overall weather situation went BSC's way. Poor passing and many 
plaguingtheNewEnglandareaissupposedto tumovers plagued both sides as BSC took a 
get better over the nextfewdays. Brightskies 40-30 lead at the half. But the slo~piness 
and higher temps should pre-" co~tinued and resulted in 54 fouls being called 
News Announcer, HWait a minute, Fumbly. 
Since when have you turned meteorologist? 
Aren't you supposed to be doing sports? 
Whatcha do; grab the wrong copy or 
something?" 
overall, including a technical to each team. 
The Bears placed four men in double 
figures for the contest: Brian Parsons canned 
19 points many on his patented comer shot; 
Mike Boyle played very well and scored 17; 
Steve Crocetti 13; and Mike Cheney had 11 
points. I 
SMU 84, BSC 54- Ag(;lin tumov~rs helped 
take this game from the Bears. The first half 
SPORTS 
to shake winter 
was low scoring; Bridgewater tralling by only 
27 -22 But SEMass got hot over the 2nd half to 
account for the final score. Brian Parsons was 
high-scorer for the Bears with 12 points. 
So, before going to the weather report, let 
me just say that once again the 'Big Freeze' is 
over. Let's hope the 'Bears Freeze' has 
ended.Now the weather" 
Through the hoop ... Just want to clear the 
slate. In last week's (Feb. 3) Comment, I 
reported that I had a 2-0 record for BSC 
teams when engineering the games on radio. 
Hoping that record would still be intact we 
went to Boston State to broadcast the game. 
BSC lost, so my 'record should be 2-1. But, 
and this is important, that game was never 
blues 
broadcast. After searching and trying to 
hook-up to our special phone line for an hour, 
we concluded the line was dead. As it turned 
out, the phone company forgot to put a line in 
the gym. So the record is still 2-0, and 
Monday, Feb. 14th the Bears will play at 
Framingham State, and (hopefully) on radio 
WBIM-FM. Let's hope the string continues ... 
because the Boston game was not broadcast 
Tic Mansur and I got a chance to run to 
Boston's other gym and watch the L.A 
Lakers practice for a game with the Celts. On 
one play Abdul·Jabbar went to stuff the 
basket; his feet never left the ground and still 
it appeared as though he was looking at the 
hoop. Really though, if my microphone chord 
would have reached, I would have asked him 
for an interview ... 
Fumbly: "Nope, just let me continue, OK? 
Good! You see, perhaps the 'deep freeze' has 
ended for th~ States and the Bears. Ever since 
the area has been in a freeze, so has 
Bridgewater State's Basketball team been 
frozen. Now with the warmer (?) air comins 
in, maybe the Bears will be able to get warmed 
up again. Doesn't that make sense? BSC has 
lost two out of three games since last 
Thursday (Feb. 3) and in the game they won 
they still looked frozen. Here's a recap of 
those games: 
J.V. Intproves Stan4ings 
MAA has new 
V.p. 
On January 19 the Men's Athletic 
Association ran an election to fill the vacant' 
position of Vice-President. The position 
became open when Sid Tufts resigned in 
Boston State 110, BSC 95- The Bears 
really worked hard for this game but late 
mistakes took their toll. BSC led at the half,: 
,53-SO, then the powerful Warriors took the 
game in the final 20 minutes. Boston State 
was faced to work hard for this victory as 
BSC was not going to lose just because they 
were playing the Conference leaders. 
'Six Bears hit double figures in the loss: 
Brian Parsons was hot and scored 22 points; 
Carl Boen hit for 15; Billy English and Mike 
Boyle each had 12; and Steve Crocetti and 
Tom Leofflor had 10 each. Boston;s Ray 
Buchland le.<;lallscorers 32, and for his 
J.9Ann Merzigian 
- 'Coach Charley King's J. V, Hear's 
overcame a flat first half performance, and a 
slim 2 point half time lead to produce a. -76-
66 win over Mass. College of Pharmacy here 
last Saturday night. Behind the 16 points of 
the games top scorer, Percy Cooke, the 
Bears's stabilized its offense enough to go 
from a 41 ~39 half, to hold on to the lead for the 
remainder of game time. 
Top score;s for this game, behind Cooke, 
. were Steve "Hollywood" Haykes,with 14 and 
Jim "Slim" Billings with II. 
Leading rebounders were Billings, Bob "0" 
Olson and Chris "Dr. B." Parker. 
·On Monday night, again, the Bear's 
DAYTONA BEA 
,\\' 1/' 
FU/IlRIDA 1/1\\ ' 
$208 by jet! 
plus 15% tax & service 
March 11 ... 18 
18-25 
142 by coach! March 11-20 18-27 
plus 15% tax and service 
Rd. trip deluxe 
tQrcoach tour to 
.,.._ ... ". Beach 
beer enroute 
Both Tours Include: 
* Rd. trip jet transpor-
tation from Boston to 
Daytona B~ach 
* Transfers from ·air-
plane to motel 
* Oceanfront accomodations at the "Su~mit 
Beach Motei located directly on the "Strip.'t 
* Free entertainmenfnightly at the "Safari Patio", 
HHoleNand' "Wreck Bar." 
* FREE BEER etJery night for one hour. 
*'. Two., barbeques. 
* '.. Discounts at various Daytona Beach 
;.e~tablishments. 
at resident· tour staff. 
*'*"Optitions 'include Disney World, deep sea 
,. ", . ,_', fishing, kitchenettes. 
'L~~R~SERVE NOW! UMITED SPACEA V AILABLE\ 
:siilesdeadline.-
30 days before departure. 
Box 125 
BSC 697-8321 
continued to improve their overall record as 
they rallied a 99-81 win over'Tabor Academy. 
The Bear's pulled away from a 41-all hot 
shooting through the hands of Billings, 
Cooke, and Doug Mildram. (Six Bear's 
players scored in double figures). The 
Bear's controlled the boards and came down 
with the final strong 18 point lead to bury 
Tabor. 
. December due to a lack of time. Frank 
DiCristofaro, a junior physical education 
major, was the winner of the special election. 
,Frank hails, from Quincy and is currently a 
member of BSC's Division II hockey team. He 
served on the' MAA . Executive Council 
two yearsag6 as Freshman Delegate. 
Top scorers were Billings and Cooke iwth 
23 each, and Mildram with 15. Billings Olson, 
and Parker were again strong on the boards. 
The J.V:s are now 8-6 over all. The Bear's 
- will host Wentworth Institute tonight and 
pendingon Saturday. 
President "Tic" Mansur was quoted as 
saying, "Frank has always· 'expressed a 
genuine concern for theat~leticatrnosphel:~ 
on campus. He has an eager mood about him 
and I'm sure he will be very helpful as ,our 
Vice-President." 
Wrestlers Split with P.S.C. 
SPRING FIELD- The Bridgewater State 
College wrestlers gained a split Saturday, 
Feb. 5th, at Western New England College, 
where they nipped a tough WNEC squad 26-
23 before succumbing to a powerful Plymouth 
State team from New Hampshire, 33-15. 
The Bears, now 4-3 on the season, gained 
revenge for a 27-24 loss which they received 
at the hands of Western New England earlier 
in the year. After dropping the first two 
matches Joe Resmini of Wellesley got the 
Bears back on' the winning track with a very 
tough 10-6 win over Rick Harley in the 1341bs. 
class. 
Mark Cassidy of Saugus and Eric Brunelle 
of Lowell came right back with straight 
victories in the 158 and 1671bs. classes, both 
by way of the pin, to give the BSS.C. 
, grapplers their first lead of the afternoon after 
trailing earlier ,20-3. 
In the 177 lbs. class an ailing Gary Larson 
gained a very tough 16-5 decision over Rick 
Hurley with Larson, who is from Medfield, 
collapsing after gaining the win. But this 
proved to be the key match of the afternoon 
as WNEC forfeited the 190'lbs. match·up and, 
John Nadworny in the heavy weight class 
refused to be pinned by a superior Russ 
Sambin of WNEC and the Bears had 
themselves a win in the first meet of the day. 
. Then in their meet against Plymouth State 
College the Bears just were no match for 
Plymouth as they rolled to an easy 33·15 win. 
Paul Luciano of North Aridove~ pickedup a 7-
4 decision over Ken Hall of Plymouth State, 
while Mark Cassidy picked up his second win 
of the day by pinning Al Potter in the second 
round. In the 1901bs class John Nadwornyof 
Lynn put together a superb come back in the 
third", period tc::> pin Plymouth Stat~'s Rick 
Kelly for the Bears only other wiri~ of the 
afternoon against Plymouth., 
Coach Steve Cowell's grapplers will next 




2 in the 100 yd. freestyle, and the BSC 
or Ext. 356, 357 -Beachcomber Tours .. 
The BSe men's varsity swim team had a freestyle relay team of Battistini, Rowinski, 
pair of dual meets last week. The first, against Mac Masters and Arsemiult took, first place_ 
Babson College at the BSC pool on Feb 1st. 00 Feb.3, the Bears traveled' to SMU 
The final score of the meet was Babson 57, where they swam to"a triumphant final score 
BSC 37. Bridgewater had some fine of 66-45, BSC took first pla~e in all but two 
performances despite some losses. Dan swimming events_ Steve Money took three 
Trainor took second place in the 1000 yd. first places, the 200 freestyle, 200 fly and, his 
freestyle with his best time of the season. Rick specialty the 200 breast.. Co-Capt. 'Rick 
Battistini was touched out in the 200 yd. Battistini.placed first in the 500 yd. freestyle 
freestyle, receiving second place in one ofthe and 200 I:M. Also winning two events was Co-
most ,exciting moments of the meet. Mike Capt: Mike Arsenault, the 200 back and the 
Arsenault and John Kowinski took first and 50 freestyle. The 400 Medley Relay team of 
third places respectively in the 50 yd. Russ Clough, Bob Quets, Mark Mariani 
freestyle. Steve Money took first place in two and Ken Curran placed first, as' did the . 
call and leave, name and phone message. events, the 200 yd. I.M. and the 200 breast. freestyle relay teamClf. Curran; Clough, 
Mike Arsenault and Tom MacMasters wentl" MacMasters and Greg Boyd. 
